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Abstract

We present a novel inversion algorithm that generates a mass balance field that
is simultaneously consistent with independent observations of glacier inventory de-
rived from optical imagery, cryosphere-attributed mass changes derived from satel-
lite gravimetry, and ice surface elevation changes derived from airborne and satellite5

altimetry. We use this algorithm to assess mass balance across Greenland and the
Canadian Arctic over the December 2003 to December 2010 period at 26 km resolu-
tion. We assess a total mass loss of 316±37 Gta−1 over Greenland and the Cana-
dian Arctic, with 217±20 Gta−1 being attributed to the Greenland Ice Sheet proper,
and 38±6 Gta−1 and 50±8 Gta−1 being attributed to peripheral glaciers in Greenland10

and the Canadian Arctic, respectively. These absolute values are dependent on the
gravimetry-derived spherical harmonic representation we invert. Our attempt to vali-
date local values of algorithm-inferred mass balance reveals a paucity of in situ ob-
servations. At four sites, where direct comparison between algorithm-inferred and in
situ mass balance is valid, we find an RMSD of 0.18 mWEa−1. Differencing algorithm-15

inferred mass balance with previously modelled surface mass balance, in order to solve
the ice dynamic portion of mass balance as a residual, allows the transient glacier con-
tinuity equation to be spatially partitioned across Greenland.

1 Introduction

Greenland is presently the single largest cryospheric source of sea level rise, contribut-20

ing 0.73 ± 0.08 mma−1 of sea level rise during the 2005 to 2010 period (Shepherd
et al., 2012). Greenland’s contribution to sea level rise is believed to have been ap-
proximately equally divided between anomalies in meltwater runoff and iceberg calving
during the 2000 to 2008 period (van den Broeke et al., 2009). Pursuing a process-level
understanding of this contemporary partitioning of mass loss requires characterizing25

the spatial pattern of mass balance at a sub-basin or glacier scale. This would allow
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modelled surface mass balance to be differenced from total mass balance in order to
solve for the ice dynamic component of mass change through iceberg calving. Accu-
rate knowledge of the contemporary partitioning of mass loss between meltwater runoff
and iceberg calving can serve as a key diagnostic modelling target, in order to improve
confidence in subsequent prognostic model simulations.5

Three methods are available for assessing mass balance at ice sheet scale: (i) input-
output, (ii) volume change, and (iii) gravity change. The first approach, also known as
the mass budget approach, differences ice discharge estimated near the grounding line
of outlet glaciers from surface mass balance modelled over the ice sheet (e.g. Rignot
et al., 2008). The second approach converts surface elevation changes observed by10

repeat airborne or satellite altimetry into mass changes using an effective density of
change estimated through firn density modelling (e.g. Zwally et al., 2011). The third
approach uses repeat satellite gravimetry observations and numerous geophysical for-
ward models to assess absolute cryospheric mass changes (e.g. Velicogna and Wahr,
2005). Each method has unique advantages and disadvantages relative to the other15

methods (Alley et al., 2007). While satellite altimetry characterizes the spatial vari-
ability of mass changes at relatively high resolution, it relies on forward modelling of
complex firn processes to produce absolute mass changes. Conversely, the absolute
cryospheric mass changes observed by satellite gravimetry and isolated by forward
models have relatively poor spatial resolution.20

Here, we combine the two strengths of gravimetry and altimetry in order to refine
absolute measurements of cryosphere-attributed mass change to relatively high spa-
tial resolution. In this process, we overcome two complementary weaknesses: depen-
dence on modelling complex firn processes as well as the fundamental spatial res-
olution of satellite gravimetry. The mass balance field we derive through an iterative25

inversion approach is simultaneously consistent with: (i) high spatial resolution ice-
sheet and glacier inventory, (ii) gravimetry-derived cryospheric mass change, and (iii)
altimetry-derived surface elevation change, at 26 km spatial resolution. We refer to this
as a Hybrid Inventory, Gravimetry and Altimetry (HIGA) data product. We suggest that
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this 2004 to 2010 mean annual mass balance field may offer the most spatially ac-
curate direct assessment of the combined mass balance of both Greenland and the
Canadian Arctic to date.

2 Method

2.1 Data5

Our inversion algorithm requires three distinct pieces of input data: (i) fractional ice cov-
erage derived from optical imagery, (ii) cryosphere-attributed mass changes derived
from satellite gravimetry, and (iii) ice surface elevation changes derived from satel-
lite altimetry. We compile each of these datasets over a common region of interest
focused on Greenland and the Canadian Arctic (Fig. 1). Our time period of interest10

follows the gravimetry comparison interval adopted by the ice sheet mass balance
inter-comparison exercise (IMBIE): December 2003 to December 2010 (Shepherd et
al., 2012). We assess mass balance in ten geographic sectors, eight in Greenland and
two in the Canadian Arctic. The eight Greenland sectors are equivalent to the eight
major ice sheet drainage systems delineated by Zwally et al. (2012), but have been15

extended beyond the ice sheet margin to also encompass peripheral glaciers and ice
caps. The two Canadian Arctic sectors are equivalent to those employed by Gardner
et al. (2011). Shapefiles of these ten sector boundaries are available in the Supplement
associated with this paper.

We calculated the fractional ice coverage within our study region by clipping object-20

oriented glacier inventory polygons with a polygon fishnet matching the inversion grid.
We then summed the glacierized area within each grid cell, and scaled to correct for
projection-related area distortion. In Greenland, we summed peripheral glacier and
ice sheet coverage separately. The Greenland glacier inventory data are derived from
aerophotogrammetry with a polygon accuracy of 10 m (Citterio and Ahlstrøm, 2013).25

This inventory classifies glaciers and ice caps demonstrating “no” or “weak” connectiv-
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ity with the ice sheet proper as Greenland peripheral glaciers, while glaciers demon-
strating “strong” connectivity with the ice sheet are classified as part of the Greenland
Ice Sheet proper (cf. Rastner et al., 2012). The Canadian glacier inventory data are de-
rived from the Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI) version 2.0 (Arendt et al., 2012). We
employ both the North and South Canadian Arctic (RGI regions 3 and 4), which are5

primarily based on Landsat imagery with polygon accuracy of about 30 m. We also use
the RGI to calculate fractional ice coverage over Svalbard and a small portion of Ice-
land (RGI regions 6 and 7) in the far-field of our inversion domain. We take the glacier
polygons in both the Citterio and Ahlstrøm (2013) and Arendt et al. (2012) inventories
to be representative of ice coverage during the IMBIE period.10

The gravimetry-derived cryospheric mass change product we employ is identical to
that described in Colgan et al. (2013). This mascon solution is estimated directly from
the formal reduction of Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) K-band
inter-satellite range rate (KBRR) data, processing the level 1B (L1B) data, including
attitude and accelerometer data. Forward models for ocean tides and ocean mass15

variations (GOT4.7/OMCT; Ray, 1999), atmospheric mass variations (ECMWF; Ray
and Ponte, 2003), terrestrial water storage (GLDAS/Noah; Ek et al., 2003; Rodell et al.,
2004) and glacial isostatic adjustment and little ice age correction (ICE-5G; Peltier,
2004) are employed in the L1B data processing in order to isolate land ice mass
variations of interest (and, in the case of forward hydrology modeling, limiting corre-20

lated residual signal contribution to the land ice solutions). Within Greenland, the trend
in each of these corrections is< 5 Gta−1, and therefore small relative to the trend in
cryospheric mass change (∼ 2 %). Complete details on these forward models and indi-
vidual trend magnitudes are presented in Luthcke et al. (2013). Covariance constraints
are applied by constraint region (e.g. Greenland Ice Sheet and oceans) in order to limit25

signal leakage in and out across region boundaries. The mascon solution is iterated
until convergence when nearly all signal removed from the KBRR residuals (Luthcke
et al., 2013).
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Following L1B data reduction, the residual cryosphere-attributed linear mass change
trend and 1σ trend error are calculated for each mascon time series and subsequently
converted into equivalent spherical harmonics of degree and order 60 via a set of
differential potential coefficients (“delta coefficients”) applied to the mean GRACE level
2 (L2) field (Chao et al., 1987; Luthcke et al., 2013). In comparison to relatively sharp5

contrasts in mass change characteristic of mascon boundaries, the relatively smooth
spatial gradients of spherical harmonics are better suited for the isotropic inversion
filter we employ. The GRACE-derived cryosphere-attributed mass change trend we
employ is calculated over the IMBIE GRACE comparison period (December 2003 to
December 2010; Shepherd et al., 2012). We acknowledge that mascons ultimately10

provide a better inversion target than mascon-derived spherical harmonics, but we note
that a mascon inversion requires an anisotropic geometric filter, and thus represents
a non-trivial extension of the isotropic inversion we present.

The satellite altimetry-derived estimates of ice surface elevation change we employ
are primarily based on Ice, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) observations15

from 2003 to 2009. In Greenland, 2 km spatial resolution surface elevation changes
are derived from altimetry data following the approach of Schenk and Csatho (2012),
which corrects for intermission biases, ground controls and glacial isostatic adjust-
ment. Schenk and Csatho (2012) also incorporate airborne laser observations when
and where available. In the Canadian Arctic, 2 km spatial resolution surface elevation20

changes are derived from ICESat data following the method of Gardner et al. (2011;
2012), with corrections applied for Gaussian-centroid offset (Borsa et al., 2013). Both
the Greenland and Canadian Arctic ICEsat observations have been corrected for detec-
tor saturation (Fricker et al., 2005). Unlike in Greenland, however, ICESat data (release
633) in the Canadian Arctic are not supplemented by airborne altimetry observations.25

Across both Greenland and the Canadian Arctic, we average all 2 km resolution surface
elevation changes within a given 26 by 26 km grid cell to determine mean ice surface
elevation change. In Greenland, an average of 141 values are used to calculate mean
surface elevation change within a given grid cell. In the Canadian Arctic, where ice cov-
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erage seldom approaches 100 %, an average of 77 values are used to calculate mean
surface elevation change within a given grid cell (Fig. 2).

We take the 1σ standard deviation of all rate of surface elevation change observa-
tions within a given grid cell as characteristic of the uncertainty in the mean rate of sur-
face elevation change of that grid cell. We determine rate of surface elevation change,5

as well as this associated 1σ uncertainty, over the IMBIE ICESat comparison period:
September 2003 to October 2009 (campaigns 2a to 2f; Shepherd et al., 2012). The
IMBIE ICESat comparison period starts nine months after, and ends thirteen months
before, the IMBIE GRACE comparison period (∼ 13 % shorter). We therefore assume
that the spatial distribution of ice surface elevation changes observed during the ICE-10

Sat comparison period are generally representative of the GRACE comparison period.
As firn correction factors are highly spatially correlated, as well as data intensive and
difficult to parameterize, we do not correct surface elevation changes for firn densi-
fication (or firn air content; e.g. Li and Zwally, 2011). The inversion algorithm effec-
tively uses altimetry-derived surface elevation changes to distinguish relative trends in15

cryospheric mass changes between adjacent ice-covered nodes; absolute cryospheric
mass change is ultimately constrained by the gravimetry-derived spherical harmonic
solution we employ. Thus, in contrast to most conventional altimetry studies, the inver-
sion algorithm we present does not require effective densities to be associated with
rates of surface elevation change. Simply put, we use altimetry to guide the finer res-20

olution fingerprint of mass balance underlying a coarser resolution spherical harmonic
solution of absolute mass change.

2.2 Algorithm

While the inversion algorithm presented by Colgan et al. (2013) had a spatial resolution
of 26 km, this resolution was acknowledged as “nominal” given that specific mass bal-25

ance, or mass balance per unit ice area, varied over substantially greater spatial scales
than mass balance per unit area. By introducing fractional ice coverage as the only new
information to the GRACE interpretation, this previous inversion approach was only ca-
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pable of constraining cryosphere-attributed mass changes to within ice-covered areas,
and was not capable of distinguishing spatial heterogeneity in specific mass balance
between adjacent ice containing nodes. The need for further independent information,
capable of distinguishing different specific mass balances at adjacent ice-containing
nodes, was identified in order to achieve “actual” 26 km resolution. The algorithm we5

present below addresses this need, by introducing additional information in the form
of altimetry-derived ice surface elevation change rate. This additional information per-
mits different specific mass balances to be assigned at adjacent ice-containing nodes
within irregularly-shaped ice-covered areas. The ultimate hybrid mass balance prod-
uct derived from this inversion is consistent with fractional ice coverage, cryosphere-10

attributed mass changes derived from satellite gravimetry, and ice surface elevation
changes derived from altimetry.

In Colgan et al. (2013), gravimetry data are refined by introducing additional informa-
tion in the form of fractional ice coverage through a Gauss–Seidel-type iterative update
of a higher resolution (26 km) mass balance field (ṁ), according to:15

ṁk+1
i j = ṁk

ij +∆k
ijR

k
ijFi j (1)

where k denotes a given iteration and ij are node indices in Cartesian coordinates. The
iterative update term is the product of three terms: the difference between a Gaussian
smoothed version of ṁi j and the input GRACE-derived spherical harmonic solution20

(∆k
ij ), a random number from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1, which serves as

a stochastic source (Rk
ij ), and finally independent information in the form of fractional

ice coverage (Fi j ). The first two of these terms vary by both iteration and node, whereas
the latter only varies by node. A given simulation is initialized with a random ṁi j field,
and then iteratively updated until convergence within a prescribed tolerance. In Monte25

Carlo fashion, a large number of simulations are performed, each of which renders
a higher resolution ṁi j field that is consistent with both gravimetry and ice extent ob-
servations. These simulations are then averaged to yield an ensemble mean field, with
local uncertainty in ṁi j derived from 1σ ensemble spread (Colgan et al., 2013).
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In this study, we introduce further independent information, observed ice surface
elevation change rate, by adopting a successive over relaxation (SOR)-type parameter
(ωi j ) into the iterative update term (Kincaid, 2004):

ṁk+1
i j = ṁk

ij +∆k
ijR

k
ijFi jωi j (2)

5

When ω > 1, SOR can accelerate the iterative convergence of a system of equations
that approach their solution asymptotically, achieving substantial computational effi-
ciency. In contrast, when ω < 1, successive under relaxation can impart stability on
the iterative convergence of potentially oscillatory systems of equations. Implement-
ing a spatially variable ωi j , rather than a scalar ω, across the inversion domain permits10

inverted mass changes to be preferentially weighted to nodes with relatively high ω val-
ues, in comparison to adjacent nodes with relatively low ω values. As satellite altimetry
is capable of resolving localized mass loss that results from outlet glacier accelera-
tion (e.g. Zwally et al., 2011), altimetry-derived observations of ice surface elevation
change rate provide a logical source of independent information for distinguishing be-15

tween different specific mass balances at adjacent ice-containing nodes. Informing ωi j
with observations of ice surface elevation change rate allows cryosphere-attributed
mass changes to be spatially distributed in a fashion that is consistent with ice surface
elevation changes.

We generate a first-order spatially variable ωi j field from observed ice surface ele-20

vation change rates according to:

ωi j =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
żi j(∣∣żi j∣∣)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3)

where żi j is altimetry-derived ice surface elevation change rate. This essentially com-
putes ωi j as absolute normalized ice surface elevation change rate (Fig. 3); at a given25

node, ω is the local absolute ice surface elevation change rate divided by the mean of
545
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all absolute ice surface elevation change rates across the ten sectors of interest within
the inversion domain. We evaluate this SOR-type ωi j parameter at all ice-containing
nodes within the inversion domain. We subsequently constrain extreme values of ωi j .
At nodes where calculated ωi j < 1, we prescribe ωi j = 1 to prevent successive under
relaxation. At the< 0.01 % of nodes where calculated ωi j > 10, we prescribe ωi j = 10.5

These constraints allow the ωi j parameter representing relative differences in ice
surface elevation change to range over an order-of-magnitude across ice-containing
nodes, while still maintaining numerical stability. For example, ten times more mass
change would be attributed to a node with ω = 10 than a neighboring node with ω = 1.
Spatial gradients in ω acknowledge the reality that specific mass balance typically de-10

creases to a minimum at the periphery of an ice mass. We similarly calculate uncer-
tainty in this SOR-type parameter (δωi j ) as:

δωi j =

∣∣∣∣∣ σżi j(∣∣żi j∣∣+ε
)∣∣∣∣∣ωi j (4)

where σżi j is the 1σ standard deviation of all observed ice surface elevation change15

rates within node ij, and ε is a small number (taken here as 0.1 ma−1) to maintain
numerical stability where żi j → 0. This essentially assumes that local uncertainty in
ωi j is directly proportional to local uncertainty in ice surface elevation change rate.
In each simulation ωi j is locally perturbed by the addition of δωi j ·Ri j , where Ri j is
a random number array that varies by node in each simulation.20

Following Colgan et al. (2013), we invert a 1000 simulation ensemble of GRACE-
derived cryosphere-attribute rates of mass change. In each simulation within the
ensemble, the best estimate of the GRACE-derived spherical harmonic representa-
tion (ṀG) is randomly perturbed within its associated error (δṀG), to yield a unique
ṀG +δṀG input field. A given Monte Carlo simulation is initialized with a spatially vari-25

able ṁi j field comprised of an array of random numbers uniformly distributed between

−100 and +100 kgm−2 a−1 that has been multiplied by fractional ice area (Fi j ). This
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initial ṁi j field varies over the same order of magnitude as the anticipated final ṁi j
field, and thus minimizes hysteresis resulting from prescribed initial conditions. Begin-
ning with the initial condition, the higher resolution (26 km) mass balance field (ṁ) is
iteratively updated, substituting Eq. (2) (above) for Eq. (4) in Colgan et al. (2013), until
convergence. In each iteration of each simulation the difference between the input ṀG

5

and the Gaussian-smoothed ṁ field (Ṁ) is randomly perturbed according to ∆k
ijR

k
ij in

Eq. (2). We adopt the convergence parameter and isotropic Gaussian scaling length
determined by previous sensitivity analysis, 0.1 Gta−1 and 200 km, respectively (Col-
gan et al., 2013). To summarize the multiple sources of stochasticity in the algorithm,
random numbers are used to: (i) globally perturb the input GRACE-derived spherical10

harmonic within its associated uncertainty in each simulation, (ii) locally perturb the
SOR-type introduction of surface elevation change data in each simulation, and (iii)
locally perturb the update term in each iteration. This ensures that inferred mass bal-
ance is not required to be spatially correlated (e.g. subject to a covariance matrix), and
enhances the algorithm’s ability to efficiently explore the infinite number of possible15

solutions (e.g. Colgan et al., 2012).
Implementation of this SOR-type convergence acceleration, through the introduction

of an altimetry-informed ωi j field as described by Eqs. (3) and (4), does accelerate
convergence over the comparatively implicit ω = 1 approach of Colgan et al. (2013).
A consequent decrease in the number of iterations required to reach convergence20

translates into an ∼ 28 % gain in computational efficiency (Fig. 4). On high memory
nodes of the University of Colorado Janus Supercomputer, a 2.8 GHz core with 12 GB
of RAM solves the above system of equations with spatially variable ω to convergence
in 131±17 processor seconds (cf. 181±17 processor seconds in an ω = 1 approach;
Colgan et al., 2013). Further numerical gains in computational efficiency, which would25

be required to perform a similar inversion over a large area like Antarctica, may be
difficult to attain. At present, maintaining three-dimensional Gaussian filter weight ar-
rays, whereby each node in two-dimensional space has a unique Gaussian filter weight
array, is undoubtedly the most computationally expensive algorithm component. The
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implementation of irregularly spaced grid systems, may offer the possibility to reduce
the number of computation nodes by an order of magnitude (e.g. Bohlen and Saenger,
2006).

2.3 Boundaries

The inversion domain we employ is identical to that of Colgan et al. (2013). In the5

US National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) polar stereographic projection, the
inversion domain extends from −1625 km in the west to 1300 km in the east, and from
−125 km in the north to −3800 km in the south (Fig. 1). We employ a uniform grid
spacing of 26 km, which results in 113 computational nodes along the Easting axis and
142 computational nodes along the Northing axis, for a total of 16 046 computational10

nodes within the model domain. This grid spacing resolution is the highest resolution
that allows the isotropic Gaussian filter node-specific dimensionless weighting values to
be stored as a single three dimensional array of 113×142×16046 elements on the per
processor RAM available on the University of Colorado’s Janus Supercomputer. The
polar stereographic projection inherently introduces increasing distortion away from its15

central meridian (45◦ W) and parallel (70◦ N), which influences area calculations. We
compensate for area distortion by calculating the true area of each individual node
across the domain (Ai j ). The true areas of ice-containing nodes vary between 24.52

and 27.52 km2 over the domain.
By employing a spherical harmonic representation of cryosphere-attributed mass20

change (ṀG), the mass balances associated with non-ice containing nodes are the-
oretically negligible (e.g. ṁ = 0 kgm−2 a−1 where F = 0). Practically, however, mass
balances at non-ice containing nodes are not truly zero, but rather within uncertainty
of zero (e.g. ṁ ≈ 0 kgm−2 a−1 where F = 0). Following a sensitivity study by Col-
gan et al. (2013), we prescribe a non-ice containing node absolute threshold (ṁmax)25

of 15 kgm−2 a−1. Simply put, this permits the inversion to assign between −15 and
+15 kgm−2 a−1 of mass change at non-ice containing nodes. The level of mass change
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uncertainty at non-ice containing nodes acknowledged by this boundary condition
is representative of the level of uncertainty typically assessed for GRACE-derived
cryosphere-attributed spherical harmonic solutions (e.g. Velicogna and Wahr, 2005;
Longuevergne et al., 2010), and an order of magnitude less than the ṁi j values in-
ferred by the inversion at adjacent ice-containing nodes. This boundary condition is5

implemented at non-ice containing nodes according to a Heaviside, or logic, function
invoked to appropriately modify Eq. (2) where F = 0 (Eqs. 6 and 7 in Colgan et al.,
2013).

3 Results

In comparison to the gravimetry-inversion mass balance product presented by Colgan10

et al. (2013), which does not include altimetry-derived information on the relative ice
surface elevation changes at adjacent nodes, the HIGA mass balance product assigns
more mass loss at Greenland tidewater outlet glaciers, where relatively rapid dynamic
drawdown is occurring, which is offset by less mass loss assigned further inland on the
ice sheet (Fig. 5). This effectively results in a higher mass balance gradient with dis-15

tance inland or elevation. Changes in specific mass balance between these two inver-
sion approaches are negligible in both the ice sheet interior, where relative differences
in surface elevation changes between adjacent nodes become small, and at non-ice
containing nodes, where mass changes are constrained by boundary conditions. As
the HIGA mass balance product assigns mass balance as proportional to relative pe-20

riod trends in ice surface elevation rate, it yields a spatially heterogeneous specific
mass balance field (i.e. per unit ice area), rather than one with gentle spatial gradients
across ice-covered areas (cf. Fig. 13 of Colgan et al., 2013). Given the ability of an it-
erative inversion to constrain GRACE-derived mass changes within irregularly-shaped
ice-covered areas, and the inclusion of altimetry-derived surface elevation changes to25

differentiate rates of mass change between adjacent nodes, HIGA ṁ values are ex-
pected to be accurate at 26 km actual resolution within the local uncertainty defined by
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ensemble spread (Fig. 6). In Sect. 4.1, we attempt to validate HIGA ṁ values against in
situ ṁ observations. We note that the estimates of cryosphere-attributed mass change
we present are dependent on the GRACE-derived spherical harmonic representation
employed as algorithm input.

Over the IMBIE period, the HIGA inversion suggests that the Greenland Ice Sheet5

proper was responsible for 217±20 Gta−1 of mass loss (cf. 218±20 Gta−1; Colgan
et al., 2013). This is significantly less (∼ 17 %) than the ice sheet mass loss assessed
by the IMBIE (263±30 Gta−1; Shepherd et al., 2012). We note, however, that the IM-
BIE grouped both peripheral glaciers and the ice sheet proper into a single Greenland
mass loss value. Accounting for the additional mass loss of 38±6 Gta−1 that we at-10

tribute to Greenland peripheral glaciers over the period, brings our estimates of total
Greenland mass loss within error of the IMBIE value (Table 1). The peripheral glacier
mass loss of 50±8 Gta−1 that we attribute to the Canadian Arctic (Sectors 9 and 10)
is greater than the analogous 33±22 Gta−1 over the March 2003 to February 2010
period assessed by Schrama and Wouters (2011) using gravimetry, and less than the15

reconciled altimetry and gravimetry estimate of 60±8 Gta−1 over the October 2003 to
October 2009 period assessed by Gardner et al. (2013). We note that our Canadian
Arctic mass loss estimate is within overlapping uncertainty of both these previously
published values. Spatially variable tuning of the SOR-type ωi j parameter may provide
a means to reduce spatial discrepancies, but we elect to maintain our HIGA product as20

completely untuned and consistent with Greenland IMBIE results.
Of the ten geographic sectors we examine across Greenland and the Canadian

Arctic, only one (Sector 2 in Northeast Greenland) is within error of zero balance.
The remaining nine sectors are in negative balance, resulting in a total ice loss of
316±37 Gta−1 across the study area over the IMBIE period. Peripheral glaciers in both25

Greenland and the Canadian Arctic account for 88±14 Gta−1 (or ∼ 28 %) of this mass
loss. Within Greenland, peripheral glaciers contribute the greatest mass loss in Sector
3 (11 ±2 Gta−1), which includes the abundant peripheral glaciers of the Geikie Plateau,
and the least mass loss in Sector 2 (0±0 Gta−1), which is in the relatively arid North-
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east Greenland. Mass loss from the ice sheet proper is greatest in Sectors 8 (Northwest
Greenland) and 3 (East Greenland), where large tidewater glaciers are present, and
least in Sector 1 (North Greenland), which is predominately land terminating. We note
that while Sector 6 (Southwest Greenland) has relatively few tidewater glaciers, it has
a greater mass loss than comparably-sized Sector 4 (Southeast Greenland) and Jakob-5

shavn (Sector 7), both of which have appreciable numbers of tidewater glaciers. HIGA
specific ṁ values (i.e. per unit ice area) reach a minimum of −4.2 mWEa−1 near the
terminus of Jakobshavn Isbrae, and a maximum of 0.9 mWEa−1 on the southern tip of
Baffin Island. Following Colgan et al. (2013), we attribute this pocket of anomalous pos-
itive values on Baffin Island to the inability of the inversion to satisfy anomalously high10

oceanic mass gain within the parameter space we employ (e.g. characteristic Gaus-
sian filter length scale and absolute threshold of non-ice containing nodes). This may
reflect unidentified oceanic mass changes that are not captured in the forward ocean
model used to isolate cryospheric mass loss, and note that gravimetry signal leakage
is greatest where cryospheric mascons are surrounded by non-cryospheric mascons15

on three sides.

4 Discussion

4.1 Comparison with in situ observations

Here, we compare local HIGA ṁ values with all available in situ ṁ observations within
our inversion domain. We believe this is the first time a GRACE-derived product has20

been directly compared with point measurements of mass balance. We consider in
situ ṁ measurements made via three techniques: (i) the “coffee can” approach, (ii)
the surface mass balance and strain network method and (iii) repeat geodetic sur-
vey with volume-to-mass conversion. The “coffee can” method, pioneered by Hamilton
et al. (1998) and named after coffee cans deployed in boreholes, calculates change in25

water-equivalent (WE) thickness as the sum of long term surface mass balance, vertical
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ice velocity, and a correction for subtle downslope movement of the coffee can during
the measurement period. The unique aspect of this approach is correcting observed
snow surface vertical velocity with a direct measurement of the rate of firn densification,
in order to isolate vertical ice velocity at the firn–ice interface. Firn densification rate is
assessed through repeat measure of the distance between a coffee can anchored at5

depth and a given annual surface above (Hamilton et al., 1998). Coffee can-derived ṁ
observations have been made at several sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet, as well as
on the Devon Ice Cap (Hamilton and Whillans, 2002; Burgess et al., 2008). As ṁ is
essentially derived by differencing long term ice dynamics and long term surface mass
balance, the resultant ṁ values reflect mass balance for the past several decades lead-10

ing up to the measurement period. Therefore, coffee can-derived ṁ values should only
be compared to HIGA-inferred ṁ values with the knowledge that the latter reflects the
2004 to 2010 IMBIE period, while the former reflects a longer multi-decadal period.

The second method uses measurements of surface strain and surface mass balance
to derives in situ ṁ by differencing long term ice dynamics and long term surface mass15

balance. Rather than attempting to measure a densification-corrected vertical ice ve-
locity, however, this approach relies on combining observations of local strain rates,
both parallel and perpendicular to ice flow, with knowledge of ice thickness in order to
assess vertical ice velocity via mass continuity (Reeh and Gundestrup, 1985; Burgess
and Sharp, 2008). Thus, similar to the coffee can method, strain-derived ṁ values are20

not directly comparable to HIGA values, as they reflect mean mass balance over the
past several decades, rather the precise 2004 to 2010 IMBIE period. Within our inver-
sion domain, strain-derived ṁ values are available at Dye-3 and the Devon Ice Cap
(Reeh and Gundestrup, 1985; Burgess and Sharp, 2008). Although not directly com-
parable, we still include both coffee can and strain-derived multi-decadal ṁ values in25

our validation assessment, if only to demonstrate that 26 km spatial resolution HIGA ṁ
values are reasonable.

The third method for measuring ṁ in situ is through repeat geodetic ground surveys,
in which changes in surface elevation are combined with associated density to estimate
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mass balance (Stober et al., 2013). Unlike the other two in situ ṁ methods, neither
long term ice dynamic nor long term surface mass balance are invoked in the geodetic
method, which means that HIGA-inferred ṁ values are directly comparable to geodetic-
derived ṁ values observed over the same period. Geodetic-derived ṁ values have
been observed over the IMBIE period, or within a few years of the IMBIE period, at5

both Swiss Camp and the Ohio State University (OSU) clusters in Greenland (Jezek,
2011; Stober et al., 2013). In the ablation region, where geodetic measurements are
made on snow-free (bare) ice, the effective density of change can be assumed as the
density of ice (e.g. Swiss Camp). In the accumulation region, where a snow pack or firn
column exists, observations of surface elevation must be accompanied by observations10

of near surface density and rate of change of near surface density (e.g. OSU clusters).
The mass of a given ice column (m) may be described as the product of its mean

density (ρ) and thickness (H):

m = ρH (5)

Given that both density and thickness are dependent on time (e.g. ρ(t) and H(t)),15

it follows from the Leibniz or product rule that the transient rate of mass change of
a given ice column (ṁ) may be described as:

ṁ = ρḢ + ρ̇H (6)

where the first term can be interpreted as describing mass change due to ice thickness20

change of known density, and the second term can be interpreted as describing mass
change due to firn density change of known thickness. Fortunately, both firn cores and
firn density modelling provide insight on the rate of change in firn density (ρ̇) at the OSU
central cluster, high in the South Greenland accumulation zone. Near surface (15 m
deep) density profiles from the OSU central cluster suggest ρ̇ = −3.8 kgm−3 a−1 over25

the 1981 to 1993 period (Jezek, 2012). Over the 2003 to 2007 period, firn model-
ing suggests a slight densification of 83 kgm−2 a−1, equivalent to ρ̇ = +5.5 kgm−3 a−1 if
distributed over a 15 m firn column (Zwally et al., 2011). Jezek (2011) suggests that the
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changes in ice sheet elevation observed at the OSU clusters are most consistent with
independent flux-gate estimations of mass change when the effective density of eleva-
tion change is taken as ice density, and thus when changes in near-surface density are
assumed to be small (e.g. ρ̇ ≈ 0). We therefore assume ρ̇ = 0±5 kgm−3 a−1 when con-
verting observations of surface elevation change into total mass balance at the OSU5

clusters. This uncertainty approximates the range of contrasting firn densification rates
derived from in situ and model approaches.

After reviewing the glaciology literature, we find 23 previously published point mea-
surements of in situ mass balance across the Canadian Arctic and Greenland (Table 2).
We compare these in situ observations to the specific mass balance (i.e. per unit ice10

area) inferred from our HIGA product, which is calculated as mass balance (i.e. per
unit area) divided by fractional ice coverage (Fig. 7; Colgan et al., 2013). Of these 23
sites, there are only four sites at which the majority of the in situ observation period
falls within the IMBIE period. At three of these four sites (OSU West, OSU Central and
Swiss Camp) the HIGA ṁ is within error of y = x (Fig. 8). HIGA ṁ appears to over-15

estimate observed mass loss at ST2, beyond the uncertainty approximated by local
ensemble spread. We note that as spatial heterogeneity in mass balance increases
towards the ice sheet margin, a point measurement of ṁ is less likely to be representa-
tive of a larger area (e.g. 26 by 26 km) in comparison to the ice sheet interior. Although
the ṁ values observed at the remaining 19 sites are not directly comparable to HIGA20

ṁ values due to substantial differences in observation periods, HIGA ṁ is still within
error of y = x at the majority of these sites. The majority of historical ṁ observations lie
beneath y = x, which is consistent with the notion that mass balance has generally de-
creased since these historical observation periods. For the four sites with a time span
consistent with the IMBIE period, the root mean squared difference (RMSD) between25

in situ and HIGA ṁ is 0.18 mWEa−1. The small sample size prevents this RMSD from
serving as an independent assessment of the absolute accuracy of HIGA-inferred ṁ.
Instead, we suggest that this validation exercise only qualitatively demonstrates that
completely untuned HIGA ṁ values compare well to observations where available.
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The overarching message of our validation attempt is that there is an urgent need
for in situ mass balance measurements in order to calibrate and validate higher reso-
lution remotely sensed mass balance products. Presently, the only four sites available
for direct comparison during the IMBIE period all lie south of 70◦ N on the Greenland
Ice Sheet proper. These in situ observations sample neither regions of high mass loss,5

where dynamic drawdown rates can exceed> 2 mWEa−1, nor peripheral ice caps and
glaciers, which comprise ∼ 15 % of Greenland’s mass loss (Bolch et al., 2013; Col-
gan et al., 2013). Given the decadal-scale temporal resolution of both coffee can and
strain network approaches, it may be possible to collect in situ observations in the near
future that have validation utility for the (now historic) IMBIE period. For example, com-10

bining observed strain rates recovered in 2015 with 15 yr mean surface balance data
would essentially produce an ṁ estimate for the 2000 to 2015 period, which closely
approximates the anticipated GRACE mission duration. While this would only be pos-
sible at sites with appropriate dynamic response timescales, this could greatly improve
the inventory of in situ ṁ values available for validating both current and future higher15

resolution satellite gravimetry-derived mass balance products.

4.2 Spatial partition of the continuity equation

The mass balance (ṁ) at any point on a glacier is the difference between surface mass
balance (ḃ) and the horizontal divergence of ice flux (∇Q), as described by the transient
glacier continuity equation:20

ṁ = ḃ−∇Q (7)

Differencing HIGA ṁ with an independent estimate of surface mass balance allows the
ice dynamic portion of mass balance to be solved as a residual (Fig. 9). We employ
modelled ḃ over the IMBIE period (2004 to 2010) from the regional climate model MAR25

(version 3.2) forced with ERA-Interim reanalysis data along the boundary of the model
domain (Fettweis et al., 2013). While this MAR-derived ḃ field is available over all of
Greenland at 25 km resolution, it does not extend over the Canadian Arctic. Following
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the identification of an accumulation bias in MAR (version 2.1), which resulted in an
RMSE of 46 % (24 %) with local ḃ observations above (below) 1500 m elevation (Ver-
non et al., 2013), MAR (version 3.2) has been tuned with 86 spatially distributed ice
core-derived accumulation records (Box et al., 2013). MAR (version 3.2) reproduces
local surface mass balance observations with an RMSE of ∼ 20 %, and ice sheet wide5

net surface mass balance with an uncertainty of ∼ 10 % (Fettweis et al., 2013). Thus,
for the purposes of partitioning the transient continuity equation at 26 km resolution,
we take uncertainty in local MAR (version 3.2) ḃ as ±20 %. Solving ∇Q as a resid-
ual inherently compounds the uncertainties in both ḃ and ṁ, which we assume sum
quadratically. Given the difficulties associated with assessing contemporary ∇Q either10

from first principles numerical modelling or remotely sensed observations, we suggest
that there is value in solving transient ∇Q as a residual, despite the relatively high con-
sequent uncertainty, which approaches 1 mWEa−1 near the terminus of Jakobshavn
Isbrae (Fig. 10).

The residual ∇Q field generally exhibits divergence of horizontal flux throughout the15

ice sheet interior (e.g. −∇Q) and convergence of horizontal flux (e.g. +∇Q) around the
ice sheet periphery (Fig. 9). This is consistent with negative (submerging) vertical ice
velocities in the ice sheet accumulation region, and positive (emerging) vertical ice ve-
locities in the ice sheet ablation region. Closer inspection, however, reveals contrasting
ice dynamic signatures of predominately marine-terminating portions of the ice sheet20

(e.g. Southeast Greenland and Geikie Plateau) and predominately land-terminating
portions of the ice sheet (e.g. North Greenland and Southwest Greenland). In land-
terminating regions there is a wide band of convergent (or emergent) ice flux along
the ice sheet periphery, while in marine-terminating regions the ice flux is divergent (or
submergent) along the ice sheet periphery. We discuss an anomalous small region of25

convergent ice flux in north central Greenland, where divergent ice flux would normally
be expected, in Sect. 4.3.

We compare IMBIE period residual ∇Q values at 26 km resolution with historical (c.
1950 to 2000) in situ point measurements of vertical ice velocity at ten higher elevation
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sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet (Hamilton and Whillans, 2002), and find that only half
are within error of y = x (Fig. 11). Implicit in this comparison is the assumption that
any changes in ice velocity at high elevation between the c.1950 to 2000 period and
the IMBIE period are negligible (Joughin et al., 2010). Residual ∇Q values systemat-
ically underestimate in situ vertical velocities at all but one site (NASA-E). Assuming5

this discrepancy can be explained by a combination of both MAR model or HIGA al-
gorithm error, this systematic bias towards less horizontal divergence of ice flux than
historically observed may stem from either HIGA-inferred ṁ systematically overesti-
mating true ṁ, or MAR-derived ḃ systematically underestimating true ḃ (Fig. 8). By
virtue of solving ∇Q as a residual, any overestimation (underestimation) of ṁ (ḃ) re-10

sults in a direct underestimation of ∇Q (Eq. 7). Given a historical MAR bias towards
overestimating accumulation in the ice sheet interior (Vernon et al., 2013), we spec-
ulate that our apparent underestimation of residual ∇Q more likely stems from over-
estimated HIGA-inferred ṁ than underestimated MAR-modeled ḃ. We note, however,
that aggregated across the high elevation ice sheet interior, which we take as the area15

enclosed by the 2000 m elevation contour, HIGA-inferred ṁ suggests a mass balance
of 10±4 Gta−1 during the IMBIE period. This slightly positive high elevation mass bal-
ance, equivalent to ∼ 1 cmWEa−1 ice thickening, is consistent with in situ observations
that the high elevation region is close to zero balance (Thomas et al., 2001).

4.3 Millennial scale ice dynamics20

The Greenland Ice Sheet is assumed to have been in near equilibrium during the
1961 to 1990 reference period (van den Broeke et al., 2009). The residual ∇Q field
we present here, however, suggests that ice dynamics may be contributing to a sub-
stantial mass gain in the ice sheet interior (Fig. 9). This is especially evident in a region
of convergent ice flux in north central Greenland, where divergent ice flux would nor-25

mally be expected. Simply put, HIGA-inferred ṁ assigns more mass gain to this region
than could be explained by ḃ in the absence of any ice flow (i.e. ṁ > ḃ). While this un-
derestimation of residual flux divergence most likely results from overestimated HIGA-
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inferred ṁ, we note that this apparent artifact is consistent with the magnitude and
spatial distribution of subtle mass gain anticipated from millennial scale ice dynamics.
Transient mass gain associated with ice dynamics is expected to be most evident near
flow divides in north central Greenland due to: (i) nearly vertical ice flow, which makes
changes in ice surface elevation due to ice dynamics more pronounced than areas5

where ice flow approaches surface-parallel, and (ii) relatively low accumulation rates,
which amplifies a given anomaly in ice dynamics in comparison to higher accumulation
sites.

The Greenland Ice Sheet is estimated to have been ∼ 15 % thinner than present
during the peak of the Wisconsin glaciation ∼ 21 kaBP, due to the smaller crystal size10

and increased solute concentration of Wisconsin ice in comparison to Holocene ice
(Reeh, 1985). Consequently, the ice sheet is hypothesized to be presently undergoing
a subtle high elevation thickening due to the gradual replacement of softer Wiscon-
sin ice with firmer (or more viscous) Holocene ice. Potentially analogous long term
dynamic ice cap thickening has been observed in the Canadian Arctic (Colgan et al.,15

2008). In Greenland, this subtle high elevation thickening has a hypothesized rate of
∼ 1 cmWEa−1 (Reeh, 1985), which is corroborated by coarse resolution (20 km) 3-
D thermo-mechanical ice flow modelling (Huybrechts, 1994). Reeh and Gundestrup
(1985) explicitly attribute an in situ mass balance of 3±6 cmWEa−1 observed at Dye-3
to millennial-scale ice dynamics associated with the Wisconsin-Holocene transition. At20

seven additional widely distributed high elevation sites (South Dome, Saddle, Dye-2,
Summit, NASA-E, Camp Century and Humboldt), which are unlikely to be influenced
by enhanced flow mechanisms (i.e. surface velocity< 27 ma−1), in situ coffee can mea-
surements similarly identify a mean thickening of 3±12 cmWEa−1, including an obser-
vation of net thinning at Camp Century (Hamilton and Whillans, 2002).25

Applying a secular mass gain signal of ∼ 2 cmWEa−1 across the high elevation
ice sheet region delineated by the Program for Arctic Regional Climate Assessment
(PARCA; Thomas et al., 2001) changes the majority of the slightly convergent ice flux
values in north central Greenland (e.g. −ve ∇Q) into slightly divergent ice flux values
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(e.g. +ve ∇Q), and thus improves notional consistency with radial flow extending down-
wards from the local flow divides (Fig. 12). Application of a secular thickening trend also
acts in favour of reducing the discrepancy between residual ∇Q and in situ vertical ice
velocities at sites above the PARCA perimeter (Fig. 11). This secular mass gain trend
is within the range of theoretical, modelled and observed thickening trends attributed to5

the ongoing Wisconsin-Holocene transition (Reeh, 1985; Reeh and Gundestrup, 1985;
Huybrechts, 1994; Hamilton and Whillans, 2002). In order to explicitly acknowledge
the role of millennial scale ice dynamics when spatially partitioning the transient glacier
continuity equation, shorter term (ST) and longer term (LT) ice dynamics may be con-
ceptualized as:10

ṁ = ḃ−∇QST −∇QLT (8)

where centurial to millennial scale dynamic mass changes occurring during reference
period are attributed to longer term ice dynamics (∇QLT), and annual to decadal scale
dynamic mass changes occurring since reference period are attributed to shorter term15

ice dynamics (∇QST; Fig. 12).
While acknowledging the role of subtle millennial scale high elevation thickening

may be important in achieving a spatial partition of ḃ and ∇Q that is theoretically
consistent with the transient glacier continuity equation, it challenges the assumption
that the Greenland Ice Sheet was in near-equilibrium during the recent 1961 to 199020

reference climatology period (cf. van den Broeke et al., 2009). A thickening rate of
2 cmWEa−1 distributed uniformly across the 9.8×105 km2 of ice sheet area above the
nominal 2000 m elevation PARCA perimeter is equivalent to an annual mass gain of
∼ 18 Gt. While this signal is within error of estimates of ice sheet scale annual accumu-
lation or iceberg calving, it is non-trivial (∼ 8 %) and opposite in sign in comparison25

to recent ice sheet mass balance, which we assess as −217 Gta−1. We acknowl-
edge, however, that the formal uncertainty associated with local residual ∇Q values
we assess in north central Greenland (∼ 10 cmWEa−1) is substantially larger than the
speculated thickening signal we attribute to the ongoing Wisconsin-Holocene transi-
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tion. Invoking Occam’s razor (e.g. Anderson, 2002), an overestimation of HIGA ṁ is
the most likely explanation for our systematic underestimation of residual ∇Q values;
the consistency of our apparent ∇Q artifact with the magnitude and spatial distribu-
tion of subtle mass gain anticipated from millennial scale ice dynamics is curious, but
likely entirely coincidental. A thorough understanding of high elevation mass balance5

during the 1961 to 1990 reference climatology period, however, to verify ∇QLT ≈ 0, is
required before excluding millennial scale ice dynamics as a factor in contemporary
high elevation mass balance.

5 Summary remarks

The mass balance product that we derive through iterative inversion is simultaneously10

consistent with glacier inventory, cryosphere-attributed mass changes derived from
satellite gravimetry, and ice surface elevation changes derived from airborne and satel-
lite altimetry. This HIGA product combines the complementary strengths of gravimetry
and altimetry to refine direct measurements of cryosphere-attributed mass change to
relatively high spatial resolution. While we have attempted to validate HIGA mass bal-15

ance values against in situ observations, we find only a handful of locations throughout
Greenland and the Canadian Arctic where mass balance was measured over a time
period directly comparable to the IMBIE period (2004 to 2010). We therefore identify
an urgent need for additional in situ measurements of mass balance to calibrate higher
resolution remotely sensed mass balance products.20

Of the 316±37 Gta−1 of mass loss over the Canadian Arctic and Greenland dur-
ing the IMBIE period, we attribute 217±20 Gta−1 to the ice sheet proper, and 38±6
Gta−1 and 50±8 Gta−1 to peripheral glaciers in Greenland and the Canadian Arctic,
respectively. We note that these mass loss estimates are dependent on the spheri-
cal harmonic representation with which we initialized our iterative inversion. Employing25

a different spherical harmonic representation would be expected to produce different
mass loss estimates. The mass losses we assess in Greenland are consistent with
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previously published estimates, while the mass loss we assess to the Canadian Arctic
is within overlapping uncertainties of previously published estimates. Given that Green-
land’s peripheral glaciers, which comprise< 5 % of Greenland’s ice covered area, ap-
pear to be contributing ∼ 15 % of the aggregate Greenland mass loss observed by
satellite gravimetry, GRACE-derived estimates of “Greenland” mass loss cannot rea-5

sonably be taken as synonymous with “Greenland ice sheet” mass loss. Comparisons
of GRACE-derived mass loss should therefore be limited to other mass balance tech-
niques (i.e. input-output or altimetry) that sample both the ice sheet and its peripheral
glaciers.

Combining HIGA mass balance with surface mass balance from the regional climate10

model MAR has allowed us to solve the transient glacier continuity equation at 26 km
resolution across Greenland during the December 2003 to December 2010 period. The
residual horizontal divergence of flux field (∇Q) is generally consistent with the notion
of divergent ice flow (submergent velocities) in the ice sheet accumulation region and
convergent ice flow (emergent velocities) in land-terminating ablation regions. Marginal15

areas with divergent ice flow generally correspond to regions of marine-terminating
glaciers, consistent with a dynamic mass loss mechanism. This first-order partition of
the transient continuity equation, however, infers a small pocket of convergent ice flow
in North Central Greenland, which is not consistent with theoretical and observed radial
flow ice velocities. We speculate that a systematic underestimation of observed vertical20

ice velocities stems from an overestimation of HIGA-inferred mass balance in the ice
sheet interior. We note, however, that this apparent artifact in the flux divergence field
is consistent in magnitude and spatial distribution with subtle high elevation mass gain,
which has been previously postulated in association with the downward advection of
the Wisconsin-Holocene transition within the ice sheet.25

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at
http://www.the-cryosphere-discuss.net/8/537/2014/tcd-8-537-2014-supplement.
zip.
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Table 1. Mass balance by sector (Fig. 6) across Greenland and the Canadian Arctic, partitioned
into ice sheet and peripheral glacier contributions. Uncertainty calculated as 1σ standard devi-
ation across 1000 inversion simulations. Values have been rounded to the nearest Gt.

Sector Ice Sheet (Gta−1) Peripheral Glaciers (Gt a−1) Total (Gta−1)

1 −24±2 −7±1 −30±4
2 1±2 0±0 1±2
3 −43±5 −11±2 −53±7
4 −24±2 −5±2 −30±2
5 −23±2 −4±1 −27±2
6 −34±2 −3±0 −37±3
7 −24±1 −5±1 −29±2
8 −47±4 −3±0 −50±4
9 0±0 −29±4 −29±4
10 0±0 −21±4 −21±4

Total −217±20 −88±14 −316±37
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Table 2. Previously published in situ observations of mass balance (ṁ) throughout Greenland
and the Canadian Arctic. Coffee can (C), strain network (S) and geodetic (G) techniques are
denoted under method. ∗ Denotes sites where the majority of the in situ observation period falls
within the IMBIE period, permitting direct comparison to HIGA-inferred ṁ.

Site ◦ N ◦ E ṁ (m WE a−1) Period Method Reference

Dye-3 65.18 −43.83 0.03±0.06 c.1883–1983 S 1
South Dome 63.15 −44.82 0.122±0.20 c.1950–2000 C 2
Saddle 66.00 −44.50 0.073±0.18 c.1950–2000 C 2
Dye-2 66.50 −46.27 0.081±0.16 c.1950–2000 C 2
Crawford Point 69.88 −46.97 −0.419±0.23 c.1950–2000 C 2
Daugaard-Jensen 71.88 −32.05 −0.281±0.20 c.1950–2000 C 2
Summit 72.57 −38.45 0.036±0.02 c.1950–2000 C 2
NASA-U 73.83 −49.50 −0.022±0.14 c.1950–2000 C 2
NASA-E 75.00 −30.00 0.061±0.09 c.1950–2000 C 2
Camp Century 77.24 −61.03 −0.194±0.17 c.1950–2000 C 2
Humboldt 78.53 −56.83 0.021±0.06 c.1950–2000 C 2
Devon 1 75.34 −82.68 0.03±0.04 c.1967–2007 S 3
Devon 2 75.18 −82.78 −0.05±0.05 c.1967–2007 S 3
Devon 3 75.01 −82.88 −0.23±0.07 c.1967–2007 S 3
Devon 1 75.34 −82.68 −0.02±0.03 c.1967–2007 C 3
Devon 2 75.18 −82.78 −0.11±0.05 c.1967–2007 C 3
Devon 3 75.01 −82.88 0.04±0.06 c.1967–2007 C 3
Dye-3 Divide 64.85 −44.65 0.046±0.075 1980–2011 G 4
Dye-3 East 65.26 −43.47 −0.055±0.07 1980–2011 G 4
OSU West∗ 65.39 −47.67 −0.153±0.075 2005–2011 G 4
OSU Central∗ 65.11 −45.69 −0.015±0.075 2005–2011 G 4
Swiss Camp∗ 69.67 −49.43 −0.79±0.04 2004–2011 G 5
ST2∗ 69.58 −49.78 −0.94±0.05 2004–2011 G 5

1 Reeh and Gundestrup (1985).
2 Hamilton and Whillans (2002).
3 Burgess and Sharp (2008).
4 Jezek (2011).
5 Stober et al. (2013).
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Fig. 1. Three independent pieces of information required as algorithm input. (A) Fractional ice
coverage (Ḟ ), derived from glacier inventories generated by optical imagery (Arendt et al., 2012;
Citterio and Ahlstrøm, 2013). (B) Spherical harmonic representation of cryosphere-attributed
mass changes (ṀG), derived from gravimetry (Luthcke et al., 2013). (C) Ice surface elevation
changes (Ż) derived from altimetry (Gardner et al., 2011; Schenk and Csatho, 2012). Map
extent corresponds to inversion domain extent. Coordinates in polar stereographic projection.
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Fig. 2. Probability density functions of the altimetry-derived ice surface elevation change rates
(ż, at 2 km resolution) observed per 26 by 26 km grid cell in both Greenland and the Canadian
Arctic.
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Fig. 3. Successive over relaxation (SOR)-type parameter (ω), and associated uncertainty (δω),
derived from ice surface elevation changes observed by altimetry (Eqs. 3 and 4). White lines
denote the perimeter of ice-containing nodes. Coordinates in polar stereographic projection.
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Fig. 4. Inversion simulations converging when rate of mass change over Greenland varies by
less than 0.1 Gta−1 between iterations. Black line traces the ensemble mean until the first
iteration when simulations begin to converge. The whisker plot at the right shows one and two
standard deviations from the ensemble mean (thick and thin lines, respectively). (A) Under an
ω = 1 approach (Colgan et al., 2013). (B) Under implementation of a spatially variable SOR-
type parameter (ωi j ; Fig. 3).
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Fig. 5. Difference in specific mass balance (∆ṁ; e.g. per unit ice area) of the HIGA product,
which includes altimetry-derived information, relative to the strict gravimetry-inversion product
of Colgan et al. (2013), which does not include altimetry information. Black lines denote the
extent of ice-containing nodes within the Canadian Arctic and Greenland. Coordinates in polar
stereographic projection.
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Fig. 6. (A) HIGA-inferred mass balance per unit area (i.e. rather than per unit ice area) across
Greenland and the Canadian Arctic during the December 2003 to December 2010 period. (B)
Associated uncertainty, defined as 1σ ensemble spread. Mass changes associated with ice
sheet and peripheral glaciers and ice caps are assessed in ten geographic sectors (Table 1).
Thin black line delineates the ice sheet margin.
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Fig. 7. (A) HIGA-inferred specific mass balance per unit ice area (i.e. rather than per unit
area) across Greenland and the Canadian Arctic during the December 2003 to December 2010
(IMBIE) period. (B) Associated uncertainty, defined as 1σ ensemble spread. Inferred specific
mass balance is compared with all available in situ observations of mass balance (Table 2).
Black (grey) sites denote where the majority (minority) of the in situ observation period falls
within the IMBIE period. Thin black line delineates the ice sheet margin.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of HIGA-inferred specific mass balance (ṁ) vs. in situ observations in
Greenland and the Canadian Arctic (Table 2). Vertical and horizontal whiskers denote error in
the HIGA product and in situ observations, respectively. Black (grey) sites denote where the
majority (minority) of the in situ observation period falls within the December 2003 to Decem-
ber 2010 (IMBIE) period. Line y = x shown for reference.
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Fig. 9. IMBIE period (2004 to 2010) glacier continuity. (A) HIGA-inferred mass balance (ṁ;
same as Fig. 6). (B) MAR modelled surface mass balance (ḃ). (C) Residual horizontal diver-
gence of ice flux (−∇Q). The inverse ∇Q field is shown to maintain a convention of blue shading
for mass gain and red shading for mass loss. Black dots denote in situ measurements of Hamil-
ton and Whillans (2002). Black contours denote 0 m WE a−1. All values given as per unit area.
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Fig. 10. (A) Uncertainty in HIGA-inferred mass balance (δ(ṁ); same as Fig. 6). (B) Uncertainty
in MAR modelled surface mass balance (δ(ḃ); Fettweis et al., 2013). (C) Uncertainty in residual
horizontal divergence of flux (δ(∇Q)). Black dots denote in situ measurements of Hamilton and
Whillans (2002). All values given as per unit area.
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Fig. 11. Black dots denote residual divergence of ice flux (−∇Q; Eq. 7) vs. observed ver-
tical ice velocity (w; Hamilton and Whillans, 2002). Grey dots reflect the incorporation of
a 2 cmWEa−1 secular thickening trend above 2000 m. Vertical and horizontal whiskers denote
associated uncertainty. Line y = x shown for reference.
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Fig. 12. Partitioning horizontal divergence of flux into shorter term (∇QST; A) and longer term
(∇QLT; B) ice dynamics according to Eq. (8). Solid line denotes 0 mWEa−1. Dashed line de-
notes PARCA perimeter (Thomas et al., 2001). Inverse ∇Q fields are shown to maintain a con-
vention of blue shading for mass gain and red shading for mass loss. Note different color scales.
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